Ergosustainable (ergonomic sustainable) City
This is a project based on two types of interventions divided by different
actions: 1. services for citizens and tourists; 2. urban areas and ergonomic
and sustainable buildings.
Objectives: to create tourist attractions, to improve the quality of life of its
citizens by fostering sustainable and healthy forms of conviviality and
increase participation in cultural activities.
Projects are to be carried out for the entire city, but especially for its port.

1
Services
Points of Interest (POI) of the city are identified and they are to be marked
by an QR-Code.
The citizen, taking a photograph of the QR-Code with his device, will get
from an Information System a navigation map of the area along with
explanations inherit to the POI (text, audio, video).
With this kind of method, the following actions can be undertaken:
Culture at your Fingertips
At bus stops, in waiting areas of public buildings, etc. we install QR readers,
that enable visitors to see the parts books and image of masterpieces
available in public libraries and museums on-line, including information
relating to events, transports etc.
Cultural Routes and Social Network (SN)
In the vicinity of historic buildings/sites, the devices installed can present
historical information and the transformation of said buildings/sites
throughout the centuries.
The sw connects to the SN to share images, impressions and can relay the
experience of the visit. At the end of the visit one can download a map of the
route with associated memorial images or personal images.
Harbour
Here, via the QR Readers, one can see the historical and seasonal
transformation of the bay and Viking ships. The SW always connects to the
SN in order to share the experience of the visit.
Participatory and Bottom-Up Artistic Journey
Screens are installed in various parts of the city: parks, stations etc. The
screens project multi-media projects sent by citizens using social networks
to the City Hall. The projects sent via the SN then get evaluated by the other
citizens and the ones selected by popular voice will be projected. This would
be an ever-changing multi-media way of projecting, a visionary space for the
creativity of the citizens.

2
The sustainable urban kitchen
Because of the social and cultural changes in the world, experiences of
participation and sharing multiply. The citizens are pressing to use the urban
spaces with innovative forms of organizing social life, with different
motivations, i.e. integration between native residents and outsiders. New
social practices that transform the food and its preparation in time of
encounter and knowledge of the neighbourhood: collective kitchens, solar
cooking, urban gardens.
The sustainable urban kitchens, that use low-cost technologies like solar
ovens, are a different way of conceiving the common spaces in the city
(several parks and squares); spaces where you can share culinary
experiences and more: a new vision of urban design.
Ergosustainable buildings
The project proposes ergonomic (accessible, easily modifiable, comfortable)
and sustainable buildings. Buildings with shared spaces and services, at
ground floor the inhabitants benefit from a shared office, shared laundry and
ironing room, children's playroom/kindergarten, adult and senior gym, hobby
room, bicycle repository, collective kitchen.
The buildings are powered by a geothermal or solar plant, or micro-wind
turbines, or hybrid system, depending on site-specific conditions.
Solar ovens in each living quarter.
The inhabitants share an automated repository clothing based on the
Arduino platform. They send the clothes to the repository through the
mechanized and automated pipe.
Arduino is a single-board microcontroller, intended to make building
interactive objects or environments more accessible, easy-to-use for
beginners.
Arduino enables the self-management of automated systems, i.e. renewable
energy systems. The inhabitants can customize the systems, tailored to
their needs.
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